
ADVICE
Calling yourself a 'Professional Engineer' without 
having the required credentials can result in a 
breach of statute law.   Protection of their 
professional standing to provide advice as a 
qualified Engineer is their right and is provided 
for through legislation.  Therefore we require a 
resume so that your professional standing is 
readily known to those you communicate with. 

DISCLAIMER
In order to provide services without cost we 
endeavour to keep our overheads as low as 
possible.  As such, we take people at their word.  
In other words, if you say you completed a 
'bachelor of engineering'  we accept this.  
However we proclaim to all that may engage 
anyone on a professional basis as an 'Engineer'  
to always check their credentials.  

We are not a recruitment company. If we were, 
the norm would be to allocate resources to 
checking resumes by various means including 
interviews with job seeks, telephoning their 
referees, and writing to the university where 
they acquired their credentials.   

If someone believes that a network member has 
made credential claims that are suspect, we will 
allocate resources to investigating the matter.  If 
a problem exists they will be black listed from 
the network and the relevant authorities notified.

COPYRIGHT
Notwithstanding 'trade secrets' we believe that a 
lesson learnt should be a lesson shared.

Your project boards are open to your other 
network members.

You should keep in mind that if a photograph is 
taken by you and hosted on an open network 
forum it may be copied. If you wish to copyright 
a photograph we suggest that the photograph 
carries the copyright mark and that  your 
website has a 'copyright statement'.

We allow network members to copy images on 
this website provide they are not on-sold to a 
competitor.  For example, a competing web 
based provider offering hosting services to 
'Engineers' copy our photographs and use them 
as a resource on their site for their subscribers.  
To allow our photographs from this network  to 
be used by others in this way would constitute 
a breach of trust with your network members.

0.04 TERMS & CONDITIONS

OTHER SERVICES
What allows us to provide base services free-of-
charge are our sponsors and the provision of 
fee-for-service products such as an upgrade to 
your existing email and hosting service. 

For instance, if you would like pop email 
accounts or a high quality web site complete 
with restricted folders that require a username 
and password to access than we can provide this 
at a very competitive cost. 

Our content and web developers work in 
consultation with you to build a custom website 
either hosted on this service or as a standalone 
domain name.  The alternative to expensive 
hosting is to host your website on the 
Engineer.net.au server.  Factored into the fee for 
producing a custom website is hosting for two 
years as www.engineer.net.au/yourname.htm .

SPONSORS
The sponsor of the initial release of this website 
is  Environics (Qld) Pty Ltd.

If you would like to advertise engineering related 
goods and services please do not hesitate to 
contact us. 

CONCLUSION
Thank you for reading this page.  Please visit as 
this site is in a state of evolution and fresh 
material is being added weekly. 

Yours Sincerely,
Engineer.net.au

Sandra Lyons
Site Manager

sandra@engineer.net.au 

CONFINED
 SPACE

Drawing contaminated air out of space is 
preferred to blowing air that may result in 
spreading the contaminants

EXHAUST VENTILATION

PREVENTING RE-CIRCULATION 
BACK INTO SPACE


